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Summary

1. Managing SSH keys
2. Managing firewall rules
3. Managing a virtual machine (Ubuntu - Galaxy - Cytoscape)
4. Transferring files
5. Using the information tools
6. Creating a snapshot and releasing reserved resources
7. Help



Managing SSH keys
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The connection to a virtual machine requires a pair of SSH keys:

- a public key that will be injected into a file inside each virtual machine started 
and configured with this key

- a private key that corresponds only to this public key, that will be used from the 
computer you are using to connect to the virtual machine

Only the computers that have the private key will be able to connect to the virtual 
machines that have the corresponding public key.

There are several manners to create a couple of public/private SSH keys, here are 
two of them:

- creating from the Openstack web interface
- creating in command line with a Linux or Mac OS computer



1st manner: creating from the Openstack’s web interface





The public key appears in the interface.
Save the private ssh key (pem file) on your own computer.



2nd manner: generating in a terminal (with Linux or Mac OS)

1) Generate a couple of SSH keys

ssh-keygen -t rsa -f ${HOME}/.ssh/formation-cloud-key

2) Show the public key

cat ${HOME}/.ssh/cyrille-toulet-cloud-key.pub

3) Select and copy the public key



capture géneration des clés



4) Paste the public key and give it a name



Firewall rules
Security groups
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In a web browser, go to http://monip.org, copy and paste this IP address to the CIDR field.

xxx.xxx

http://monip.org


The rule is added, you will be able to connect to your virtual machines in SSH from this IP address.



Managing a virtual machine
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If you created only one SSH key pair, the public key should be automatically selected. If not, choose one.
Then start the instance.



The virtual machine is going to be built and started. After a while, it will be active (Status column). 

Associate an IP address that will be used to connect to the virtual machine.



Select one of the IP addresses and validate.
If no IP address is available, click on “+” then “allocate IP”.
Select and copy the IP address that appears in the list.



Connection to the virtual machine from Windows

The SSH key in pem format has to be converted to ppk format.

1) Start puttygen and load your SSH private key (pem file)



2) Save your SSH key as a ppk file (don’t generate any other SSH key)



3) Start putty and fill in the fields
The IP address to specify is the floating IP you have just copied.
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List of logins per image:

3) Start putty and fill in the fields 
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Centos 7.4 et 7.6 (+docker) 
Cirros 0.3.4 et 0.4.0
Debian  9 et 10
Ubuntu 16.04, 18.04 et 19.04

Galaxy initiation,
Galaxy DNA-seq,
Galaxy RNA-seq bioinfo
Galaxy RNA-seq biostat
Galaxy Variants
Galaxy Métagénomique
Galaxy ChIP-Seq

X2Go
ImageJ - Fiji 1.52i
RStudio 1.1.463 (R version 3.2.3)
Cytoscape 3.7.2

centos
cirros
debian
ubuntu

galaxy
galaxy
galaxy
galaxy
galaxy
galaxy
galaxy

x2go
imagej
rstudio
cytoscape



4) You can save the parameters before starting a session in case you want to load them for another time, 
then click “open”
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Connection to the virtual machine with linux or Mac OS

In a terminal, type ssh -i private_key.pem login@floating_IP

List of logins per image:

Centos 7.4 et 7.6 (+docker) 
Cirros 0.3.4 et 0.4.0
Debian  9 et 10
Ubuntu 16.04, 18.04 et 19.04

Galaxy initiation,
Galaxy DNA-seq,
Galaxy RNA-seq bioinfo
Galaxy RNA-seq biostat
Galaxy Variants
Galaxy Métagénomique
Galaxy ChIP-Seq

X2Go
ImageJ - Fiji 1.52i
RStudio 1.1.463 (R version 3.2.3)
Cytoscape 3.7.2

centos
cirros
debian
ubuntu

galaxy
galaxy
galaxy
galaxy
galaxy
galaxy
galaxy

x2go
imagej
rstudio
cytoscape



Galaxy



Galaxy is a web server to which one can connect in HTTP (or HTTPS depending on the configuration).
To be able to connect to it, we need to configure a security group to allow access in HTTP to the virtual 
machine.
Select your security group and add a new rule.



Get your IP address (http://monip.org), copy and paste this address to the CIDR field

xxx.xxx

http://monip.org


Create a new Galaxy instance.



captures étapes pour lancer Cytoscape + volume virtuel











The virtual machine is starting but Galaxy needs a volume to be attached to start its installation in this 
volume. Navigate to Volume/Volume in the left menu to create a volume that we are going to attach.



The volume needs to be ≥ 100 Go, except for Galaxy variants ≥ 200 Go.

Rules:

=> 1 volume for 1 Galaxy VM
=> Do not restart or switch off a Galaxy VM or Galaxy 

won’t restart and data won’t be accessible
=> Download your data to your laboratory regularly

and before deleting your VM
=> Remove the attached volume as soon as 

the VM is deleted





Attach the volume to the Galaxy instance.
The building of the Galaxy web server is starting on the attached volume.



You may need to wait until 1 hour (even 1h30 for Galaxy variants) before being able to connect to the Galaxy 
web server.
Associate a floating IP to the instance (as described before). Copy and paste the floating IP in a web browser 
to connect to the Galaxy web interface.





Create a new Cytoscape instance (the procedure is the same for RStudio, ImageJ-Fiji and X2Go).













Associate a floating IP as described before that will be used for connection with X2Go.



Start X2Go on your own computer to connect to the virtual machine.
Create a new session.



List of logins per image:

X2Go
ImageJ - Fiji 1.52i
RStudio 1.1.463 (R version 3.2.3)
Cytoscape 3.7.2

x2go
imagej
rstudio
cytoscape







When a volume is attached to this type of virtual machines accessible with X2Go in graphic 
mode, it is automatically mounted in /media/Data-x (x depending on the number of disks). 
N.B.: for other images (without X2Go connection or Galaxy), see the documentation to mount 
the attached volume manually (http://hpc.univ-lille.fr/cloud-openstack/documentation)

http://hpc.univ-lille.fr/cloud-openstack/documentation


Transferring files
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Start Filezilla.



Like putty or X2Go, fill in the fields.



Once connected, files from your own computer can be transferred to the virtual machine 
from the left to the right with a click and drop.



Information tool
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captures Alertes



captures Ressources disponibles

Before starting a virtual machine, it is convenient to check the available flavours.



captures Supervision



captures Ressources



Snapshots
Release of resources
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If you installed software in a virtual machine and want to keep it for later, you can create a 
snapshot to be able to create other virtual machines from that state like from an image.
Be careful not to store data on the local disk because they will be included into the 
snapshot. The snapshots are available to every bilille users.







When your work is over, volumes and virtual machines must be deleted to release 
resources for the other users.
Useless snapshots can be deleted also when possible.

Before removing a volume, be sure to download your data to your own computer in your 
laboratory first.

Then in the “Volume” menu, select the volume(s) to remove and click the delete button.



Same procedure for instances/virtual machines and snapshots.



Help
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More information can be found in the documentation of the cloud on the HPC website.

Documentation of the cloud: http://hpc.univ-lille.fr/cloud-openstack/documentation 

Contact/helpdesk : hpc@univ-lille.fr 

Computing page of the bilille’s website:
https://wikis.univ-lille.fr/bilille/calcul 

Duty - bilille - cloud and Galaxy (do not hesitate to go there if you need help to use 
the cloud or Galaxy):
https://wikis.univ-lille.fr/bilille/permanences 

List of users of bilille’s resources of the cloud: bilille-cloud-users@univ-lille.fr 

http://hpc.univ-lille.fr/cloud-openstack/documentation
mailto:hpc@univ-lille.fr
https://wikis.univ-lille.fr/bilille/calcul
https://wikis.univ-lille.fr/bilille/permanences
mailto:bilille-cloud-users@univ-lille.fr

